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Council mergers not the answer: 
professor 

An idea to create "virtual councils" has come from an advisor on public sector policy 
and economics who once used a retail analogy to explain his work at Dubbo.

Professor Percy Allan has put forward the idea that local governments as they are 
known can be radically reconceived.

He was previously employed by Dubbo City Council for work he described as helping 
the city decide if it wanted to become a "Franklins" or a "Harrods" style of city, or 
something in between.

More than four years after completing his assignment at Dubbo Professor Allan, also 
the principal of his own consultancy practice and a former secretary of the NSW 
Treasury, has entered the debate about the future of local government in NSW.

The government announced the Fit For the Future package in September, which 
offers $258 million to assist councils that decide to merge and make the changes 
needed to provide better services to communities.

Dubbo City Council and its Orana region neighbours are seeking to be part of a pilot 
of a Joint Organisation, an alternative to a merger.

Professor Allan offered an alternative to amalgamation in a chapter he wrote for the 
latest report by the Committee for Economic Development of Australia.

In place of a local council, a small group of people performed only the bare functions 
of government, under his concept.

Generic tasks were outsourced, as were rate collection and capital works.

Part-time contractors were employed by the council for specialist work.

If service delivery was not satisfactory, the council could switch suppliers quickly.
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Such a slimmed down council, called a virtual council, could then use a shared 
services centre with neighbouring councils that would be run as a commercial 
cooperative.

Professor Allan has taken the idea of virtual councils from the United States, where 
such models are found in abundance.

He says these models for local councils can be introduced to Australia to solve the 
problem that has convinced local politicians they need to merge with neighbouring 
councils: the need to find cost efficiencies.

He said the belief that increased size would always increase cost efficiency was not 
backed by evidence.

For smaller rural councils, a lack of population density rather than size appeared to 
be the main cause of higher operating costs per resident, he said.

The solution was to rethink how local governments could be run.

"The 'bigger is better' argument is not always apt for a public bureaucracy, where 
being nimble, flexible and cost-conscious can be difficult, given the bigger span of 
control," the professor said.

"The reality of council operations is that some services enjoy economies of scale, 
while others suffer diseconomies from aggregation.

"A one-size-fits-all approach is both crude and dangerous."

Professor Allan suggested running a pilot program of virtual councils to see how they 
performed.
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